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Safe Passage
Logline: A sci-fi series about the president’s illegitimate daughter who is forced to
captain a spaceship ambulance and uncovers the lies behind her father’s dynasty.
Time & Place: Some 500 years into the future. The rich and elite live on a luxurious
space station orbiting Earth, known as SAT. Global warming has turned Earth into a
deadly wasteland where the poor citizens struggle to survive. Medical Freighters
(spaceship ambulances) journey from SAT to Earth, providing aide to the population left
behind.
Genre: Science Fiction turned reality.
Protagonist: Anna Kensey, the illegitimate problem-child of President Kensey.
Goal: Forced from her position as an elite military pilot, Anna is reluctant to take on the
captaincy of Medical Freighter 12B. But as she begins to discover first-hand the
injustices being forced on the poorer citizens, Anna attempts to use her influence to
save the people of Earth.
Obstacles: The Kensey Family is rich, powerful and seemingly all-knowing. Which
would make them difficult to contend with even if Anna wasn’t the black sheep. Anna
wants to help the people of Earth and President Kensey would rather they didn’t exist.
Scavengers lord over the ruins of Earth, looting and attacking defenseless villages,
attempting to swell their numbers and become the lords of the dung heap. The Crew, a
team of hard-headed doctors who all think their way is the only way. They certainly don’t
trust the daughter of the president to call the shots. And Anna has never liked doctors.
Nature wages war daily against the people of Earth and the Medical Freighters that
attempt to help them. Acid rain, wild fires, desert floods, and super-tornados are just the
start of what one risks by landing on Earth.
Theme: Individuals effect change. Anna Kensey is the catalyst through which this
entire society is brought to its knees and rebuilt.
Resolution: Funds are constantly pouring into SAT. Every day construction workers in
spacesuits attempt to expand the space station so that more citizens from Earth can be
evacuated to live safely on SAT.
! But that’s just the party line.
! President Kensey isn’t expanding SAT. He’s building a new one. SAT II - a spaceship
that can journey to the only other habitable planet in range. A paradise untouched by
global warming. And President Kensey gets to compile the passenger list.

world
SAT

Tone: SAT is human engineering at its best. Stepping on board should feel like stepping
onto the Titanic. Glittering and gilded, SAT features a magnificent theatre, grand
staircases, ballrooms and a greenhouse with a view of the stars. This place is rich with
color and comfort. Baroque architecture with futuristic amenities. The only reminder that
we’re in space should be when a character walks past a window and sees black.

Structure: SAT is a stationary space station. A satellite with a perfectly engineered
sterile environment. It was designed to make the displaced refugees of Earth forget that
they were in space. At SAT’s center is a tower which houses the communal spaces.
Five spokes emerge from the tower’s middle to meet an enormous spinning ring. The
ring is personal quarters. The spokes are where Combat and Medical Freighters dock.
Moving through the station, it is apparent which levels are meant to house the highclass citizens and which the low-class. There is a noticeable drop in luxuries. The
bowels of SAT, where sanitation and environmental controls are stored, is nothing more
than a glorified unfinished basement.

History: Initially conceived as a lifeboat, SAT was a refuge from a decaying world.
Three hundred years ago, before President Kensey I was a president, he was the most
respected engineer of his age. With the Earth dying around him and the fate of
humanity in his hands, he could see only one avenue for their survival. He was Noah
and SAT was his ark. His success secured the position of “President” for generations of
Kenseys to come. But no lifeboat, no matter how large and beautiful, can accommodate
an entire civilization. Thus the Skill-System was created.

Skills: The population of SAT falls into two main categories -- the rich and the skilled. If
a person is lucky enough to get to live on SAT, they find all of their needs provided for.
Therefore there is only one place for money to go -- into SAT. The rich fund the constant
expansion and development of SAT and the skilled make it a reality. Every person on
SAT and Earth is categorized from Skill-Zero to Skill-Five based on their perceived
intelligence, education and field of study. Five’s are the elite, zeros aren’t.
	
 The List: In President Kensey’s office there is an evacuation list, ranking every person
!
on Earth, taking into consideration their skill-level and wealth. As space becomes
!
available on SAT, the person on the top of the list gets an evacuation order. They
!
get to leave Earth. They are saved. There is no hope for the people on the bottom
!
of the list.

Hierarchy: Every professional field is considered a branch of the government.
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Because each division serves to better SAT. From most prestigious to least:
Politics: We serve at the pleasure of the president. This is the management of every
!
division for which the president is responsible. From education to charity to
!
compiling The List.
Rich: Take my money while I nap on this chaise lounge. The rich have either inherited
!
their wealth or maintained it by running mines and mills on Earth. They trade
!
money for resources and resources for money.
Engineers: The building, creation and maintenance of any technology needed by SAT.
!
If you are Skilled, this is where you want to go.
Entertainment: Usually children of the rich. Theatre: dramatic plays, musicals,
!
concerts. Attending the theatre is the epitome of high-class. The performers are
!
super stars. Fashion: the ! fashion has become as impractical as the decor. With
!
no need to worry about the environment, clothes have returned to the excessive
!
styles of the 18th century. ! Fashion designers are revered, second only to actors.
!
Press: glorified tabloid mongers, the press on SAT hungers for scandal. Few real
!
journalists can publish news without getting shut down by the government.
Military: Manage evacuations, security, patrols around SAT, battle Scavengers,
!
and drop off supplies to Earth. All enlisted are required to undergo a procedure that
!
causes infertility. The official reason is so that no child is orphaned. Unofficially, it’s
!
another means to limit the population.
Medical: Because SAT is such a sterile environment, there are hardly any medical
!
issues. Thus a lack of funding and assistance for the medical field. Why pour funds
!
into something that’s only needed on Earth? Doctors who serve on Freighters,
!
instead of SAT, are particularly disdained.
Children: The children of the people on SAT attend school with a religious enthusiasm.
!
When they come of age, if they haven’t attained at least a Skill-Three or shown
!
proficiency in the entertainment arts, they’re sent to Earth or put to work as a
!
servant.
Servants: Even these positions are coveted. They usually go to the family members of
!
skilled citizens. Servants work for the politicos and rich, managing their
!
households and public functions.

Earth

Tone: Where SAT is crystal and velvet, Earth is dirt and moss and mud. Nothing here is
clean. Nothing here is easy. Everywhere you look there is evidence of a dying world. Be
it destroyed structures from a time long past or stones marking the dead, who far out
number the living. Every ‘building’ looks as if it could be made with two hands and a lot
of sweat. On Earth, it’s adapt or die.

The Land: Hurricanes, fires, floods, tornados, earthquakes, blizzards, extreme heat,
extreme cold, radiation, lightning, drought, water contamination, volcanos. Every single
citizen has asthma. Land mass has shrunk fifty percent. Lands aren’t referred to by
country, but by continent. Except Antarctica. That’s just gone. Bugs and birds thrive,
carrying a multitude of deadly illnesses. Horses have managed to endure and are the
only method of travel between different villages. They’re as valuable as people.

Villages: Most citizens live in close-knit villages. Survival alone is impossible. They
learned early not to depend on SAT for anything. Instead, they provide for each other
and make the environment work for them. Each village has its own system of
government. Bartering and trade replaces currency. For fun, they create makeshift
instruments and spend nights by the fire enjoying the music.

Beacons: Most major villages have a beacon within walking or riding distance that,
when activated, will signal a Medical Freighter for emergency situation.

Drop-Offs: SAT provides bi-monthly drop-offs of supplies including replicated food
and inoculations but delivery times and locations are inconsistent. The most important
item in a drop-off package is seeds of genetically engineered corn. Designed to thrive in
almost any environment, this is what keeps the people of Earth from going too hungry.

Scavengers: Not only do the people of Earth have nature to contend with but groups
of Scavengers scattered across the globe are a constant threat. Scavengers raid
villages, taking supplies and people. Once they’ve set their sights on a village, they’re
near impossible to stop. Scavengers have numerous resources, including their own
ships. Their goal: to recruit as many people to their cause as possible, get rid of the rest
and rule over the remains of Earth.
	
 Scavengers & SAT: Unknown to most, the government of SAT and the leaders of the
!
Scavengers work together more often than not. When SAT wants to evacuate
!
someone off Earth who isn’t high on The List (someone rich), they send the person
!
to the Scavengers. The evacuee provides the Scavengers with money or materials
!
and the Scavengers fly the richy-rich to SAT. It’s a mutually beneficial arrangement.

Medical Freighter 12B

Tone: Medical Freighter 12B is the bottom rung on the Medical Freighter ladder. It was
created so President Kensey could get Anna out of his hair. And it is crewed by misfits.
Despite this, its rustic design feels cozy and safe in a way that SAT or Earth can never
be. Each crew member has their own space which reflects their personality, a collection
of fabrics and trinkets collected on their travels. 12B is also functional. Designed to fly
under the worst circumstances, there are handholds and seat belts everywhere. But the
ship is antiquated and was built for cargo, not people. The crew transforms it into a
working hospital. Along the way, it ends up becoming a home.

Structure: A relatively small ship, Medical Freighter 12B’s hull is made of a cool blue

!

!

!

!
!

steel. Its shape resembles an otter, sans tail. Round at the head, with a pointed nose
and longer body that widens at the rear. Along the top are a series of bubbled sky lights.
A view into vacant crew quarters. A one-way trip from SAT to Earth takes about eight
hours.
Cargo Bay: Turned infirmary. This is where patients are treated and refugees housed.
!
Filled with gurneys, privacy screens and medical equipment. This is the heart of
!
Medical Freighter 12B.
!
Language Station: A device located in the Cargo Bay, that looks like a salon
!
hairdryer, which can download any language directly into the brain. Allows for
!
easier communication with Earth’s various dialects.
Bridge: Anna’s domain. Where she works miracles and defies the laws of gravity. The
!
bridge also features monitoring equipment for the weather and distress beacons
!
and a ‘Grav Mag’ which slaps any moving life-form onto the nearest wall and sticks
!
them there for safe travel.
Mess: Kitchen and lounge. Everything is bolted to the floor in case of a quick take-off.
!
This is where the crew relaxes together during off-hours.
Quarters & Labs: Each crew member has personal quarters with a sky-light view.
!
The doctors are also assigned lab space: Clay has a surgery bay, Colin a
!
traditional research laboratory, and Nadie a library. David’s too good for a lab.

How It Works: Medical Freighters house several doctors in different specialties, one
of whom serves as Head of Medicine and is the final decision on medical matters, and a
Captain. The Captain is typically the pilot and is expected to work with the Head of
Medicine but is in overall charge of the crew and the ship. Some Freighters are also
crewed with a mechanic, an Engineer who isn’t considered very valuable to SAT. The
crew leaves SAT for weeks at a time, following distress beacons on Earth to different
villages, aiding the wounded and ill and helping with supplies. Beacons, however, are
not always reliable. A good Captain uses scanning monitors to find people who may be

in danger and are unable to reach a beacon. Hopefully staying one step ahead of the
next storm and strictly adhering to evacuation protocols. Only those who are in life
threatening condition and are above Skill-Three may be evacuated to SAT. The
Captain’s biggest responsibility is to weigh the lives of the people that could be saved
on Earth against the risk to the crew.

Specialties: Though the medical field is largely disdained on SAT, none more so than
!

	

	

	

	

the doctors who choose to serve on Freighters, there is still a hierarchy within it. In this
field, your specialty affects how you are perceived.
Stem-Cell: The elite. The exception. The one respected field in the medical industry. It
!
is almost impossible to get a Stem-Cell specialist on a Medical Freighter because
!
the government provides them with lab space and research funding on SAT.
!
Stem-Cell research has been the solution to most major medical problems. A
!
Stem-Cell specialist is also a cloning expert. The issue of the morality of using
!
stem-cells was diminished by the ability to clone them. However, with each
!
subsequent clone the quality of the cell diminishes, causing its own slew of
!
issues. Cloning is mostly used to replicate supplies and food for Earth and SAT.
!
But it is also carefully regulated (and therefore abused) because of the
!
population controls in place on SAT. At this time, cloning a person is
!
considered inadvisable because of the degradation that occurs to the
!
organism. Especially with a physiology as complicated as a human’s.
Pharmacologist: To specialize in Pharmacology you have to have mad chemistry
!
skills. These doctors are able to design antidotes to problems caused by specific
!
environmental issues and create vaccines. SAT provides them with some
!
genetically-engineered chemicals. But if they’re on a Freighter, supplies are limited.
!
A list of planet-side contacts is a necessity in order to !barter and trade for natural
!
resources. So a charming personality is a must.
Trauma: A trauma specialist is synonymous with surgeon. Surgery is considered
!
archaic and is rarely studied, since the solution to most medical problems now
!
is to pop a pill. But when on Earth and a man is bleeding out because a tree
!
branch just got blown into his gut, somebody with surgical skills is a
!
necessary evil. These doctors have to be knowledgable of every internal and
!
external bodily function, must be able to think on their feet and come up with
!
creative solutions to unforeseen problems.
OBGYN: The “Sex Doctor”. Ridiculed by civilians and doctors alike. As the government
!
has difficulty evacuating and placing the population they have, they don’t really
!
want it growing. And it’s the Sex Doctor’s job to make it grow. So SAT has very
!
specific population controls in place. One child per one couple. That rule is
!
technically in place for the people of Earth but it’s impossible to enforce. Most
!
OBGYN’s believe it immoral to put any population restriction in place, let alone on
!
Earth, where there is strength in numbers. Any extraordinary measures used to
!
conceive are illegal. Which inevitably singles out gay or infertile couples using a
!
surrogate. Though it is still possible to specialize as an OBGYN in medical school,
!
the training is minimal and there is virtually zero research being done to further the
!
field. Choosing to be an OBGYN means choosing to serve the people of Earth, to
!
do your own research and become your own teacher.

Characters
Medical Freighter 12B
Anna Kensey: 32. Anna is the infamous eldest (and illegitimate) daughter of President
Nicholas Kensey. The tumultuous affair between Nicholas and Anna’s mother, Ella
Ryder, was only rumor at the time. Ella was charming, beautiful and extremely
intelligent. But Nicholas was married and had yet to produce an heir with his wife. Ella
served as Head Engineer in President Kensey’s administration and passions ignited.
They tried to keep the pregnancy a secret, Ella attempting to protect her unborn child’s
innocence and Nicholas his reputation. But when Ella died in childbirth, it became a
tabloid sensation and cause for much speculation. Could Anna, a child born of adultery,
be the heir to the Kensey dynasty? How could a woman die in childbirth with all of the
medical technology at SAT’s disposal? Rather than dig deeper, Anna places the blame
for her mother’s death squarely on doctors and the medical community.
! Had the media not caught wind of Ella and Nicholas’s affair, Anna would likely have
been shipped off to Earth to live with a childless family. But Nicholas couldn’t risk the
bad press of abandoning his now orphaned child. Thus Anna was raised in the lap of
luxury. Surrounded by a step-mother and half-sister who despised her, Anna came to
depend more on her nannies than her family. Though even they couldn’t be trusted.
Press hounded her every step. Desperate for attention, Anna learned impulsivity and
recklessness was the way to get it. Her rebellious teenage years are the stuff of SAT
legend. And while her father was often furious, it at least got her in a room with him.
! Anna eventually realized that no amount of antics would ever be enough to make her
family love her. So she stopped acting out and started under-achieving. Discretion
became the name of the game and Anna learned how to put up a good front. At the first
opportunity, she joined the military. A way for her to escape the Kensey life without
shaming her father. A requirement of military service is that all enlisted must undergo a
procedure to prevent pregnancy. Considering her upbringing and mother’s fate, Anna
didn’t hesitate.
! She quickly discovered her gift for piloting all things space-worthy. A necessary skill in
Earth’s turbulent environment. But her problems with authority, her trust issues, and the
Kensey name held her back. As she is forced into the captaincy of Freighter 12B, Anna
constantly finds herself struggling between her principles and family loyalty.
David Bardot: 32. As an OBGYN/Sex Doctor, David thrives in the most mocked
medical specialty. Born and raised on Earth, David despises the government and
basically the entire population of SAT. His fathers conceived David illegally, using a
surrogate, which began David’s interest in reproductive medicine. An exceptionally
smart child with limited means, David taught himself several languages and learned at
the shoulder of local midwifes.
! Despite his best efforts, David’s intelligence eventually caught the attention of the
government. He was forced to attend medical school and was rated as a Skill-Four.
David was pressured to become a Stem-Cell specialist but refused and opted to be an

OBGYN. He immediately returned to Earth upon graduation. In retribution, the
government lowered his status to Skill-Two, hoping to limit his resources.
! For ten years David lived and worked on Earth, bartering with Scavengers to get the
tools he needed to help his patients. Staying one step ahead of the government and
their policies. Some would call him a conspiracy-theorist but really he’s just smart
enough to ask questions.
! David was gone working when a flood hit his home-village, killing his Dads and his
fiancé. The village was low-skill and therefore low-priority. A medical convoy didn’t arrive
to help until it was too late. Finally realizing that he could do more good on a Medical
Freighter, David joined the crew of 12B.
! Anna & David: Though David had a poor childhood, knew what it felt like to starve and
struggle, he also knew how it felt to be loved. To be happy. Anna grew up in wealth and
privilege but never had anyone to give a damn. David knows what it is to lose someone.
Anna knows what it is to never have anyone. They teach each other a lot.
Kafele Clay: 56. Head of Medicine on Freighter 12B and a Trauma Surgeon. Clay’s
past is a mystery to most of the crew. To them, he’s the straight-laced, by-the-book tightass. Little do they know, he’s a straight-laced, by-the-book tight-ass for a reason. Clay
understands the power of the government. Has been abused and tormented by them
his entire adult life and isn’t willing to risk any more lives for his principles.
! Currently, he’s under the thumb of President Kensey. Forced to report Anna’s actions
and lead Freighter 12B to wherever the President wants it to go. Or else Clay’s longtime
on-again-off-again boyfriend, Alec Humphrey, will pay the price.
Nadie Tait: 24. Pharmacologist. Nadie has spent most of her life on SAT. The only child
of a wealthy (and useless) family, Nadie has always felt guilty for her opulent lifestyle.
When she was five her family bought their way off Earth and were smuggled onto SAT
by Scavengers. To ease her conscience, she was determined to be a contributing
member of society. During medical school, all students are required to do at least one
rotation on Earth. Nadie did four. There, she discovered her talent for chemistry and
bartering.
! A naturally gentle soul, she has an uncanny knack for needling supplies and natural
resources out of those who are usually reluctant to give them. She finds a peace and
courage on Earth that always eluded her in the man-made hallways of SAT. Freighter
12B is her first official job as a doctor. Nadie’s encyclopedic mind and mild nature get
the crew out of many a hostile situation.
Colin Reon: 29. Stem-Cell Specialist. Colin is the dirty little secret of the Kensey family.
The other illegitimate. The youngest of Nicholas Kensey’s children, Colin is the byproduct of Nicholas’s affair with his secretary, Maya Reon. Unlike Anna, Colin didn’t
have the press on his side. After Maya revealed her pregnancy to Nicholas, she was
shipped off to Earth. Colin was raised there by his mother and step-father.
! Though he knows Nicholas Kensey is his biological father and Colin should therefore be
entitled to fame and riches, he much prefers his quiet life away from the spotlight.
Colin’s first trip to SAT was when he attended medical school. The only time he ever
met Nicholas Kensey was when he gave a speech to Colin’s graduating class.

! Since then, Colin has been excelling in the most elite field of medicine -- stem cell and
cloning research. He has a fancy government-sponsored lab on SAT. But his wife and
child, who are Skill-Zero, still live on Earth. So when Anna Kensey knocks on his door
offering him a position on a Medical Freighter, Colin doesn’t see it as the demotion it is,
he sees it as an opportunity to get his family evacuated to SAT. And possibly a chance
to get to know his half-sister.

SAT
President Nicholas Kensey: 67. Nicholas Kensey is a righteous man. He believes
whole-heartedly in everything he does. Whether it’s providing for his children, or plotting
to abandon half of the human population for which he is responsible. He is a man with
few scruples when it comes to maintaining his “greater good”. Every decision he makes
is calculated and serves a higher purpose.
! Nicholas’s great-grandfather built SAT as a salvation from the elements. Generations of
Kensey’s have since maintained it. And now, as the system is crumbling, Nicholas finds
himself making the choice of how society should survive. He doesn’t see himself as
merely a President but as a rightful King.
! He is also very good at working the system he put in place. One child per one couple.
As long as Nicholas keeps switching out the female component, he can make as many
babies as he wants. And expand his empire.
Zara Kensey: 30. Nicholas’s legitimate heir and second child. Zara likes to think of
herself as the mini-Nicholas. As cold and calculated as her father, his right hand, and his
worthy successor. In reality, she is hot-headed and driven by jealous rage. Anna’s very
existence threatens Zara and she will do anything to maintain her power and position
over her older sister.
Jamie Duard: 28. The most renowned actor on SAT’s stage today. The Duards have
been around almost as long as the Kenseys and their wealth and contribution to the
Kensey dynasty is well-known. Also well-known is the relationship between Anna
Kensey and Jamie Duard. The press often embellishes it as much more dramatic than it
is. In reality, Jamie and Anna have grown up in a high-society world under a
microscope. They understand each other and they understand the pressure of that life.
Together they can be each other’s arm candy at public functions and relieve some
stress in the bedroom. The Duards and Kenseys have been pushing the two towards
marriage since Anna and Jamie hit puberty.
Alec Humphrey: 49. Clay’s boyfriend. An elite Engineer, Alec works in the upperechelon of government contracting. He has to sign a lot of non-disclosure agreements.
But basically he’s designing technology for SAT’s expansion. Or so he thinks. Really, his
work is being reallocated to serve President Kensey’s top-secret purposes.
! He’s also being closely monitored by the government to be used as bait for Kafele Clay.
Where Clay is all rough edges, Alex is mild-mannered. They have a ying and yang type
relationship that’s been going for over ten years. But they constantly find themselves
arguing over commitment. Alec wants it and Clay’s too scared. For good reason.
Adeline Duard-Kensey: 28. Jamie Duard’s twin sister and Zara Kensey’s trophy-wife.
Adeline is a renowned fashion designer. Zara married Adeline for her name, looks, the

clothes and the good press. Together they make one hell of a pretty power couple. But
Zara’s constant affairs have left Adeline less than content. She sees more than the
Kenseys realize and Adeline’s close relationship with her brother has caused her
loyalties to split. Zara just doesn’t know that.
Rowena Kensey: 60. First Lady. Where Adeline just looks the part of the trophy-wife,
Rowena actually was. She and Nicholas married two years before the debacle with Ella
Ryder. Rowena is an expert at manipulating the press but even she couldn’t pretend to
love Anna Kensey. Not when Rowena had failed to produce a legitimate heir.
! In desperation for a child, she and Nicholas used highly secretive and illegal fertility
treatments to conceive. Zara was the result. Rowena does everything she can to
promote Zara’s interest over Anna’s. She has no occupation beyond the destruction of
Anna and her mother’s legacy.
Sada & Gentry Reon: 27 & 6. Colin’s wife and son. Until Colin accepted the job on
Freighter 12B, Sada and Gentry lived with Colin’s mother and step-father on Earth. Now
that Colin has bargained a home for them on SAT, Sada is working as a maid in the
Duard household and Gentry attends school, hoping to earn a skill-level of his own.

Earth
Maya Reon-Zareb & Basir Zareb: 49 & 52. Colin’s mother and step-father. Maya is
a tower of strength. She’s seen the corruption of the Kensey empire and did what she
could to escape it in order to protect her son. Maya is genuinely grateful Nicholas
Kensey sent her packing. While life on Earth is brutal, she never would have met Basir
without being exiled there. And Basir was a better father and mentor than Nicholas ever
could have been. Now, the Zareb home serves as a refuge on Earth to the crew of
Freighter 12B.
Thera: 48. The ruthless leader of the Scavengers.
Marcus: 38. Thera’s psycho lackey.

Episodes
Format: 1 Hour. 10 Episode Season. Cable. Equal parts serial and procedural. TV-14.
Main Characters: Anna, David, Clay, Nadie, Colin.
Structure
Episodes are generated from the journeys of Medical Freighter 12B. Each week the crew
encounters some new threat on Earth which then leads them to revelations about the
larger series arc -- the lies behind the Kensey dynasty. The procedural element leads
organically into the serial element, creating endless possibilities for storytelling. The
complex characters and their backstories are as much an engine for stories as the
Freighter. These are just a few examples of scenarios the crew might end up in:
- Quarantine: A Skill-Five passenger with a deadly illness that begins to affect the crew.
Only those above Skill-Three are allowed onto SAT, meaning David and Anna (SkillTwos) must await a cure on the Freighter, floating in quarantine in space.
- Underground Village: An Earth village that has thrived for decades underground finds
themselves sudden victims to radiation poisoning. But how did they get it? The soil.
Is nature at it again or is this a government experiment gone wrong?
- Anna’s Childhood: Anna’s transition from Kensey pawn to independent woman.
Flashbacks of the twisted psychological games that went on in the Kensey house.
- Government Sponsored: The crew encounters an OBGYN whose job is to encourage
women to have abortions. This is David’s archenemies.
- Water Rescue: A village has been flooded. The crew must take to boats to complete the
rescue. Anna can’t swim and David’s village was destroyed in a similar flood.
- David’s Mother: David’s fathers and fiancé were killed in a storm that hit his village. But
his surrogate mother? Alive and kicking. In fact, she’s pregnant.
- Alec’s Childhood: Scavengers kidnapped young Alec and raised him. He eventually
managed to escape and is still hunted to this day. He can’t return to Earth.
- Building Collapse: A building collapses on Clay. He needs a surgeon. But he is the
surgeon. He needs an engineer to dig him out. Alec to the rescue?
- Zara Inspects: Zara does a routine inspection of Freighter 12B and gets dragged along
on a mission.
- Lunar Base: Freighter 12B’s assistance is specifically requested at a top secret military
base. Anna runs into her old commanding officer.
- New Crew: President Kensey assigns a Mechanic to 12B. He happens to be a
childhood friend of Nadie’s and possibly another spy.
- Absentee Mayor: The crew visits the town that Nadie’s parents used to run before they
fled to SAT. Since their departure, things have gone way, way down hill. It’s up to
Nadie to make amends.
- Natural Disaster: Literally any natural disaster (and a few unnatural ones) can generate
a slew of episodes and conflict for our characters.

Season One
Pilot: Anna becomes Captain of Medical Freighter 12B. She meets her crew of misfit
doctors: David, Clay and Nadie. They visit a village with a poisoned water supply and
an injured man named Hasak. The mission ends badly, Hasak’s daughter dies.
Though Nadie does discover a purification serum for the water. But President Kensey

threatens to shut them down unless they recruit a Stem-Cell specialist -- a near
impossible task. Anna reaches out to President Kensey’s other (secret) illegitimate
child -- Colin Reon, an elite Stem-Cell specialist. Clay is revealed to be working for
and reporting to President Kensey.
Ep. 2: Colin’s story. A day in his ordinary life until Anna Kensey knocks on his door. He’ll
accept her offer if she can get his wife and child evacuated to SAT. Anna works the
system and delivers Colin’s family. Colin, despite his fear of flying, joins the crew.
More about Clay being blackmailed with the life of his boyfriend, Alec. Anna tells
Hasak about his daughter’s death. They return to Earth and stumble upon a massive
wildfire.
Ep. 3: A ticking clock episode. A power struggle between Anna and Clay as they debate
whether or not to help a village in the path of the fire. They manage to rescue some of
the village. Discover the fire was not natural, but started by Scavengers. When the fire
meets a tornado, the situation turns more deadly and Anna must put her skills to the
test to fly them to safety.
Ep. 4: The crew struggles to relocate the displaced refugees from the fire. Anna attends a
Duard-Kensey family dinner. President Kensey ‘suggests’ that Jamie join the crew on
a mission -- with a camera crew. Colin’s wife gets a job as a maid in the Duard
household.
Ep. 5: Jamie and a camera team join the crew for a routine mission. David has been
requested at an impending labor -- triplets. Nadie asks for Colin’s help on the
poisoned water serum. Things take a turn when an ice storm hits. Jamie, Anna and
David are trapped in a hut with a very pregnant woman. Personal matters are
discussed. It gets weird.
Ep. 6: Colin and Nadie’s water-research has been destroyed. The documentary airs
across SAT. Colin and Nadie request to return to the poisoned water village so that
they can being their work again. They arrive at the village to discover anarchy. Half of
the population is dead. Hasak, turned bitter and resentful, has taken over what
remains. And he’s in league with the Scavengers. Reveal Clay destroyed the
research. Subplot: Sada witnesses the deteriorating marriage of Zara and Adeline.
Ep. 7: Everyone on the crew but Clay is held hostage by the Scavengers’ number two
man, Marcus. They offer the crew up for ransom to SAT, meanwhile Clay works to free
them. Nadie and Colin propose going to the Scavengers and ask for their help
replicating the water serum. Clay tells Anna the truth. Subplot: Jamie encourages
Adeline to seek a divorce from Zara.
Ep. 8: An episode of politics and deception. The crew debates visiting the Scavengers.
Clay breaks up with Alec and then tries to break up his arrangement with President
Kensey but fails. Anna goes to Zara for help. For once she seems sympathetic, until
she releases a sex tape of Anna and Jamie, hoping to cover up the scandals of her
own marriage. Anna goes to her father, who offers to let Clay off the hook if Anna
marries Jamie.
Ep. 9: Anna looks for a way out of her father’s arrangement. She discovers that Nicholas
has been visiting Colin’s son at school. Anna threatens to reveal that Colin is a Kensey
if Nicholas doesn’t let Clay and her off the hook. Nicholas agrees and Zara pays the
price. Clay gives his grudging approval to the plan to reach out to the Scavengers
since Anna helped him escape Kensey.
Ep. 10: They arrive at the Scavenger base. The crew is welcomed by Marcus and the
Scavenger leader, Thera. The crew enters into an arrangement -- David’s services for
use of a cloning machine to replicate the serum. David is put to work in a breeding
facility. He soon realizes the patients are not volunteers, they’re prisoners. Now the

crew must escape the base with their lives and the prisoners’ intact. Little do they
know, President Kensey and Thera are working together.

Season Two
The season of secrets. The crew get to know Colin’s family on Earth -- his mother and
step-father. Through them Anna learns more about her mother and the circumstances
of her death. The unspoken love triangle between Anna, David and Jamie develops.
President Kensey works harder to bring Anna into the political fold. Sada is pregnant,
but with only one child allowed per couple, the crew must find a way to help them.
When Alec and Colin go missing, the crew uncovers President Kensey’s ultimate goal.
He plans to abandon Earth and fly the ‘best’ citizens to a new habitable planet. The
crew set out to stop him and rescue Colin and Alec.

Season Three
President Kensey is dead. Zara escaped SAT on SAT II and is heading towards the new
planet with Alec. Colin has returned from his imprisonment but is not the same. With
Kensey gone, David safely delivers Colin and Sada’s new daughter. Anna and the
crew become the new government. It is now up to Anna to protect the people of Earth
and evacuate them to the now-empty SAT. But Scavengers block them at every turn.
Lines are blurred between love, family and professionalism. Anna and David begin a
serious relationship as she struggles to deal with the guilt over her father’s death. We
learn more about Clay’s family and his time in the military. At the end of the season,
the crew receives a mysterious message requesting their presence at a location in the
void of space. They arrive to find SAT II abandoned by everyone but Alec.

Season Four
With SAT II in their possession, the crew can finally locate the new habitable planet. Zara
is running things into the ground. Their select passenger list didn’t account for the hard
labour required to build a civilization. Anna and David discuss starting a family but
Anna’s medical situation causes complications. Jamie and Adeline are in Zara’s inner
circle but are still sympathetic to Anna’s cause. Jamie sacrifices himself so the crew
may learn a valuable secret. Colin’s time as a prisoner gave President Kensey the
thing he most desired -- immortality. Nicholas used Colin’s knowledge to clone himself.
President Kensey is alive and well(ish). The crew must pull all of their resources to
take on the Kensey Dynasty once and for all.
!

